
BENEFITS

InFirm: Bene�ts of Hosted Solutions
The “Cloud” and hosted solutions continue to garner interest amongst accounting
�rms, but there is a lot of confusion about the types of hosting, available
applications, and the overall reasons for �rms to consider hosted solutions.
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The “Cloud” and hosted solutions continue to garner interest amongst accounting
�rms, but there is a lot of confusion about the types of hosting, available
applications, and the overall reasons for �rms to consider hosted solutions. Our
de�nition of what comprises a hosted solution revolves around �rms using the
applications, equipment and personnel of an external service provider who’s
operations are located in a data center outside the �rm’s of�ce, with �rm personnel
accessing the hosted applications via the Internet.

This is different from a �rm building a private cloud, which many �rms are doing
today and staf�ng with their own personnel, either in their own facilities or an
offsite colocation facility. In a hosted solution, the provider not only delivers the
application, but they include the entire application support infrastructure which
consists of support staff, program updates, security, redundant power and Internet,
to optimize the �rm or application server environment.

Just about every �rm today is already using some hosted applications including
online banking/payments and payroll processing, as well as tax and accounting
research and forms, which have largely replaced the paper updates and CDs that were
prevalent in many �rm libraries. Firms are already using or looking at Microsoft’s
hosted Exchange at $4/user per month instead of building and maintaining their
own Exchange server.

According to a recent Software as a Service Survey conducted by the Association for
Accounting Administration (CPAAdmin.org) the two leading hosted applications
that have contributed the most to optimizing �rm productivity are XpiTax’s XCM
work�ow solution and Thomson’s GoFileRoom document management.

In addition CCH is expanding their listing of hosted applications and the Thomson
Reuters’ Virtual Of�ce offering hosts their entire suite of accounting productivity
tools along with QuickBooks and the Microsoft of�ce, so the combination of what
applications that �rms want to run in a hosted environment are almost endless.
Firms are even having their entire network hosted by an independent local network
integrator in their own data center and national integrators like Cloud9 Real Tim
and Xcentric host the entire network infrastructure and all the �rms’ custom
applications in their facilities.  

In general terms, when the cost of a hosted application is less than what the �rm is
paying to run it themselves, and that application is more secure and better
supported, the �rm should consider transitioning to the hosted application and
below are ten bene�ts provided by hosted applications for �rms to evaluate.
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Reduced Costs: Hosted solutions have the ability to bring together enterprise
resources which can be shared and reallocated as needed to a larger number of
clients, which can be delivered at a cost that is less than what a �rm would pay to
build and maintain the same server infrastructure. All the servers, storage,
connectivity, and licenses are managed by the vendor so this reduces the
administration required within �rm to do so onsite.

Managed Cash Flow: Hosted solutions usually charge a �xed monthly fee per user
access, which helps �rms manage their cash �ow better and simplify their budgeting
process. This allows them to pay just for the services they use instead of incurring
signi�cant capital expenditures to build out an infrastructure that has to be large
enough to handle the �rm’s expected growth for the life of the servers. Since the
functional window of a server is four or more years, �rms project the maximum
capacities they could require which often leads to over-buying some components
that are not fully utilized or having to add components that were not planned for at a
later time.

Scalability: Most hosted providers have “utility pricing” which allows the �rm to
easily add additional licenses and users when needed such as during busy season, as
well as reduce the user count when those licenses are not needed during the summer.
This can be very valuable when considering a merger as a large number of new users
can be installed into the �rm’s hosted applications on very short notice to insure a
faster integration into the �rm’s operating environment.

Faster Updates: When application updates are released, they are done for all users
simultaneously, compared to having internal IT departments update individual
servers and workstations when they have the time available and physical access to
machines, which can be a problem for consultants and auditors that are in the �eld
sometimes creating con�icts when application versions are different and those users
are trying to collaborate.

Reduced Internal Staf�ng and Equipment Requirements: Since hosting providers
manage the network applications, updates, and maintenance, the �rm’s technical
personnel requirements are signi�cantly reduced for those applications that are
externally hosted. This also reduces the �rm’s requirements for onsite personnel
including salary, bene�ts, and of�ce space. Also, because applications are accessed
and run through a browser, the workstations within the �rms may not have to be as
robust as standalone computers nor updated as frequently as applications
maintained internally by the �rm.
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Increased Mobility: Most hosted applications can be accessed not only on the �rm’s
computer, but through a browser or mobile application on the user’s home PC, tablet
or smart phone anywhere that they have a usable Internet connection. This helps
�rms promote �ex time and virtual of�ce capabilities, as well as retain the services of
staff that move away, effectively creating a global platform for �rm work.

Enterprise Technical Support: Hosted providers develop expertise of managing an
application for multiple clients and have more depth of staff than most �rms can
afford. This nurtures faster response times with better technical support and
knowledge available for more personnel, usually with extended hours beyond what
internal IT personnel can cover.

Disaster Recovery: Most hosted providers have multiple data centers where the
applications and the �rm’s data are duplicated for real time redundancy. In the event
of any failure, the entire infrastructure can be cutover to the backup system in near
real time, which is cost prohibitive for most �rms. While many �rms talk about
disaster recovery, very few actually have invested in a viable solution.

Enterprise Security: Most hosted applications have teams of IT personnel that are
constantly monitoring network performance and system trends, including a focus on
security and enterprise tools. Very few internal network personnel have expertise in
optimizing security properly on an ongoing basis and fewer �rms have even had an
external security audit performed whereas most hosted solutions are in certi�ed data
center and have been through such audits.

Level Field: Smaller �rms and individuals can access the same applications and
resources as the larger �rms which were traditionally cost prohibitive for a smaller
number of users to buy the license and manage the application.

By comparing the �rm’s capabilities in each of these areas against those offered by
the hosted solution providers, �rms can make a better informed decision as to
whether the bene�ts outweigh the concerns of not having control of those
applications.

Roman H. Kepczyk, CPA.CITP is Director of Consulting for Xcentric, LLC. and works
exclusively with accounting �rms to implement today’s leading best practices and
technologies. Roman is also author of “Quantum of Paperless: A Partner’s Guide to
Accounting Firm Optimization” which is available at Amazon.com.
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